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Summary:
A co-structure study is a comparison of demographic and/or genetic structure between two or more species. Such a comparative analysis among a parasite and its host(s) or among multiple parasite species is useful to elucidate factors that shape genetic variation within and among parasite populations. I provide a brief review of how co-structure studies in parasite systems can be used to address ecological, evolutionary, and epidemiological questions. Subjects that can be addressed with parasite co-structure studies range from broad-scale analyses that compare phylogeographical patterns to local scale analyses that examine among host transmission within a host population.
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BROAD SCALE ANALYSES

Genetic flow and population history are major factors that affect genetic structure among populations and potentially, local adaptation within populations. Thus, comparisons of genetic structure on a broad scale are largely designed to test factors that control dispersal, reconstruct historical events (e.g., vicariance events, post-glacial colonization routes), or compare relative rates of gene flow between a host and its parasite. In this section, I highlight the above subjects, plus illustrate some additional topics that can be covered with co-structure studies at the broad scale. Comparing the genetic structure among populations of multiple species that differ in key traits is useful to elucidate natural history characteristics that affect dispersal among populations. Data from several parasite-parasite studies indicate that host movement is a key determinant of parasite gene flow (Blouin et al., 1995; McCoy et al., 2003a; Criscione & Blouin, 2004). For instance, trematode species that cycle exclusively in freshwater hosts are much more genetically subdivided among rivers than another fluke from the same locations, but whose life cycle includes highly mobile terrestrial hosts (Criscone & Blouin, 2004). Johnson et al. (2002) found differences in genetic structure among species of dove lice. In part, these patterns may be due to the ability of some louse species to hitch-hike on hippoboscid flies. Whiteman et al. (2007) showed how differences in natural history traits among parasites of the same host species could lead to testable predictions about the factors that influence among population genetic structure in parasites. In a parasite-multihost comparison, Prugnolle et al. (2005) found that parasite migration was largely influenced by the most vagile host in the parasite’s life cycle.

Phylogeographical comparisons among multiple species can identify historically and evolutionarily independent geographic regions. Congruent patterns among species suggest shared biogeographical factors that have shaped intraspecific population histories (Bermingham & Moritz, 1998; Avise, 2000). Several host-parasite comparisons have used a phylogeographical approach...
to make inferences about parasite population history (Criscone et al., 2005). For example, mitochondrial (mtDNA) data from the nematode Heligmosomoides polygyrus show levels of genetic diversity that support some regions in Europe as glacial refuges and show patterns of postglacial recolonization that parallel those of its wood mouse host (Nieberding et al., 2004; Nieberding et al., 2005). However, the parasite did show strong genetic subdivision among some locations that the host did not (Nieberding et al., 2004). Largely congruent phylogeographical patterns coupled with some parasite specific patterns have also been reported in other host-parasite systems (e.g., Wickstrom et al., 2003; Meinila et al., 2004; Criscione & Blouin, 2007). Several inferences about parasite ecology and evolution, some with practical applications, can be drawn from congruent host-parasite phylogeographical patterns.

1) Patterns of congruence show that parasites can be affected by the same historical processes that affect their hosts.
2) When a host or geographic region is of conservation concern, parasite data can be used to help support the boundaries of historically unique regions or managed host populations (Criscone & Blouin, 2007).
3) Comparative host-parasite studies are useful to predict parasite dispersal potential and scale of gene flow over a broad geographical range (Criscone & Blouin, 2007).
4) Congruent patterns can be used to calibrate a molecular clock for parasites (Meinila et al., 2004; Nieberding et al., 2004). This is particularly useful as many parasitic taxa have no or few fossil representatives.

Incongruent patterns between host and parasite also shed light on parasite ecology and evolution. Whether a host and parasite show congruence will depend on which host in a parasite’s life cycle is compared and on the nature of the transmission dynamics between the host and parasite (Nieberding & Olivieri, 2007). For example, malaria parasites of Caribbean lizards showed complex patterns of genetic fragmentation that were inconsistent with those of their lizard hosts. Thus, vector hosts likely provided an effective means of dispersal among islands for the malaria parasites (Perkins, 2001).

It has recently been advocated that when patterns of genetic structure are observed in parasites, but not in their hosts, inferences about cryptic host population history or migration patterns can be drawn (Whiteman & Parker, 2005; Wirth et al., 2005; Biek et al., 2006; Nieberding & Olivieri, 2007). However, such data should only be used as a means to generate hypotheses about host history rather than drawing definitive conclusions from the history of a single parasite. This is because many processes can make the parasite have a different pattern of genetic structure than its host. For example, host gene flow does not necessarily equate to parasite gene flow because not all hosts are infected, parasites may be locally adapted in ways that hosts are not, and effective sizes of host and parasite may be very different. Inferences of host history from a single parasite’s phylogeography suffer from all the caveats of using a single gene tree to infer a species tree (Nichols, 2001). For example, one can be mislead by processes (e.g., selection, introgression) that affect the mtDNA differently from the nuclear genome (see Ballard & Whitlock, 2004). Thus, in order to test host history with parasite data, multiple parasite species from a single host species would need to be compared.

Theoretical models predict that local adaptation by parasites to their host is facilitated by higher parasite gene flow because novel alleles that may counteract a host’s evolutionary response are imported into the population (Gandon & Michalakis, 2002). A recent meta-analysis by Greischar et al. (2007) provides empirical support for this prediction. Thus, host-parasite co-structure studies that determine the relative migration rates between a parasite and its host can help predict the potential for local adaptation. Although additional data are needed to demonstrate local host adaptation (e.g., experimental infections), knowledge of relative gene flow rates is now seen as an essential component in testing coevolutionary hypotheses (Gomulkiewicz et al., 2007). See Greischar et al. (2007) for a review of studies comparing host-parasite gene flow in relation to local adaptation.

Additional topics that use host-parasite co-structure analyses are illustrated with the following studies. McCoy et al. (2001) found evidence for sympatric host races by comparing the genetic structure of the assumed generalist tick parasite _Ixodes uriae_ among two seabird species. There was higher genetic subdivision between tick populations from the different host species in sympatry than between allopatric tick populations of the same host species. Miura et al. (2006) examined colonization dynamics by comparing the genetic diversity of an introduced snail and its trematode parasites. Molecular data indicated a founder effect in the snail and one of its flukes. However, another trematode species had similar levels of diversity to its native range, which suggests that this fluke can continually disperse from its native range in Japan to North America via bird hosts. Criscione et al. (2006) show that parasite genetic markers can be more accurate than host genetic markers in assigning host individuals back to their population of origin. It is important to note that this unique application is not inferring host historical events, but rather identifies the discrete genetic parasite population from which a single host became infected. Genetic assignment of parasites may be useful to identify dispersal patterns of feeding grounds for migratory host species, or in epidemiological studies to indicate foci of transmission for infected hosts.

**LOCAL SCALE**

Levels and patterns of genetic diversity within populations are influenced by the effective population size
(Nc) and mating system (outcrossing, selfing, biparental inbreeding). By limiting conspecific interactions to within hosts, the distribution of parasites among individual hosts can affect both Nc and mating dynamics (Criscione & Blouin, 2005; Criscione et al., 2005). For example, an obligatorily sexually reproducing hermaphroditic parasite that is alone in a host must self to reproduce. Moreover, the distribution of parasite genetic variation within and among hosts can be indicative of the ecology of transmission from host to host (Fig. 1) (Criscione et al., 2005; Criscione & Blouin, 2006).

In this section, I discuss how co-structure studies at a local scale can be used to elucidate factors that affect genetic diversity, mating systems, or transmission dynamics within a parasite component population (all parasites of a species within a host population). As at the broad scale, local scale comparisons of parasites that differ in some aspect of their natural history can provide insight into determinants of within population genetic structure. Parasite-parasite comparisons would be useful to see if mating systems or levels of diversity vary with regard to mean abundances or prevalence. For example, does the aggregation of parasites among hosts affect the Nc (Criscione & Blouin, 2005)? Would a hermaphroditic species with low mean intensities have a higher selfing rate relative to a species with a high mean intensity (Criscione et al., 2005)? For instance, Anderson et al. (2000) found evidence of inbreeding (low genetic diversity and linkage disequilibrium) in malaria populations of low prevalence. It is commonly found in the plant literature that outcrossing species tend to have higher levels of diversity than selfing species (Charlesworth, 2003). Some nematode parasites appear to have a similar pattern (Blouin, 1998), but more work is needed to generalize these conclusions among parasites. The mode of transmission (e.g., the life cycle pattern, dispersal ability of larvae) may also affect patterns of genetic structure within and among hosts (Fig. 1). For instance, would roundworms (e.g., Ascaris) show more structure (Fig. 1B) because transmission is via passive oral infection, whereas hookworms (e.g., Necator) actively penetrate the host’s skin? Also, parasite-parasite comparisons could be used to test the hypothesis that parasites in an aquatic environment and/or those using multiple intermediate hosts will have greater mixing potential into definitive hosts (Fig. 1A) (Criscione & Blouin, 2006).

Determining focal points of transmission, and factors that influence these foci are of major importance to understanding the ecology and evolution of parasites. In the field of epidemiology, these questions are of practical importance as they help design effective parasite control or eradication programs. Highly polymorphic molecular markers (e.g., microsatellites) and powerful assignment and landscape statistical methods (e.g., Francois et al., 2006; Storfer et al., 2007) make it possible to examine if there are distinct genetic clusters of parasites (i.e., focal points of transmission) within a host population (Fig. 1B). A few studies have begun using these approaches (e.g., McCoy et al., 2003b; Criscione et al., 2006; Chevillon et al., 2007). However, host-parasite co-structure studies at the local scale will be needed to help tease apart whether host and/or environmental variables have a significant role in shaping the local parasite genetic structure. For example, a correlation in host genetic relatedness to parasite genetic relatedness may suggest that there is a genetic predisposition among hosts to be infected with particular parasite genetic variants. Furthermore, fine scale parasite genetic structure may be related to the demographic structure of host populations such as gender, age, social groups, dominance hierarchies, or territoriality. A few studies have begun using the above approach. Ongoing work utilizes these methods to examine the molecular epidemiology of Ascaris lumbricoides in a village in Nepal (Criscione, Williams-Blangero & Anderson, unpublished data). Nebavi et al.

Fig. 1. – Schematic showing how patterns of parasite genetic variation among hosts can be used to infer the transmission process. Circles represent individual definitive hosts. Patterns within circles are different parasite genetic variants. Four generations (rows from top to bottom) of adult parasites and hosts are illustrated. Dashed and solid arrows indicate limited and major paths of recruitment for parasite offspring into definitive hosts, respectively. Parasite offspring may pass through intermediate hosts before reaching definitive hosts. (A) Parasite genetic variation is randomly distributed among hosts with a high amount of mixing among parasite offspring before recruitment into definitive hosts. This pattern indicates that hosts are randomly sampling from a common parasite gene pool. (B) Low mixing of parasite offspring (i.e., clumped transmission) predicts high genetic differentiation among individual hosts. This pattern indicates that hosts are sampling distinct parasite gene pools. These schematics represent the extremes of different transmission processes. In reality, there is likely a continuum among parasite species. Figure was altered from Criscione & Blouin (2006). See also Criscione et al. (2005), Criscione & Blouin (2005) and references therein for a more thorough discussion of parasite transmission inferred from genetic markers.
(2006) examined several host variables and found that individual patient and gender were the most important factors contributing to genetic variability in an opportunistic fungal pathogen. Similarly, Caillaud et al. (2006) found that parasite genetic diversity was different among male and female hosts. These latter two studies suggest that there may be differences in immunocompetence between male and female hosts, or that the two sexes are differentially sampling the parasite gene pool. Molecular epidemiology studies on microbial and viral pathogens have also utilized host demographic factors and pathogen genetic data to help construct contact networks between infected people (e.g., Choudhury et al., 2006).

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

I have provided a brief overview of topics that can be addressed with parasite co-structure studies. The review is not exhaustive in terms of cited literature, taxonomic groups of parasites, or questions that can be addressed. However, it is clear that there is more empirical data at the broad scale level, while local scale studies have received less attention. Much knowledge can be gained about the ecology and evolution from local scale analyses. In particular, molecular epidemiological studies are likely to benefit from local scale analyses that aim to determine if there are focal points of transmission and if so, what are the determinants of those foci. Lastly, I have focused on inferences from neutral loci. However, a comparative framework will also be useful to examine factors that influence the patterns of genetic variation at adaptive loci. For example, how might the distribution of potential host species within and among regions affect genetic variation at parasite loci that confer infectivity (i.e., host-specificity genes)?
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